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Introduction
Welcome to our twelfth edition of Aware; our annual anthology by members
of Chorley & District Writers’ Circle and the platform for the winning entries in
our national writing competition.
This year we asked for short stories on the theme of ‘toxic’, and we
had a stunning range of imaginative, well-written and entertaining entries.
The struggle to compile a short-list was harder than ever this year. We’re
publishing the three winners here and one or two other entries to the
competition from our own members. We’re sure you’ll enjoy them all.

Aware 2016 contains short pieces of writing from our members,
including poetry. Certain members have published their work this year and
we include details towards the end. Congratulations to these authors and well
done; it’s encouraging when writers are at the stage where we feel able to
ask for a wider audience for our work than family, friends and fellow Circle
members.
This year Aware is once again a digital publication. We hope it gives
you pleasure.
Jeanette Greaves, Editor
Dea Parkin, Chair
October 2016

Chorley & District Writers’ Circle
We meet on the last Tuesday of every month except December at The
Hartwood near Chorley and enjoy external speakers, workshops, feedback
sessions and writing bursts.
This October we hosted our third public event called Write Now, where
we invited authors Zoe Sharp and AJ Wright, children’s writing consultant and
Costa competition judge Jake Hope and Katherine Armstrong from London
publisher Bonnier Zaffre to talk to writers from throughout the region about
getting published. Our venue was St Mary’s Social Centre in central Chorley
and we also hosted a book fair, attended by several Lancashire authors and,
indeed, the Lancashire Authors Association who we were pleased to welcome.
In April the Circle and our members were a main focus for What’s Your
Story, Chorley, a welcome Council initiative that brings together all those in
the area connected with the written word and those who enjoy hearing it!
Throughout the day John Winstanley and Dea Parkin spoke to would-be
authors about how to write a book, how to get it published and how to get it
on the bookshelves, ably abetted by Lynne Taylor, Jeanette Greaves and
Trefor Lloyd.
Our monthly column in the Chorley Guardian, originally negotiated for
us by John, continues and gives us excellent publicity throughout the year,
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attracting new members and raising our profile. Thanks must go to Bryan
Walker on the paper who is exceptionally helpful and supportive.
Thanks are also due to the Circle’s sponsors, Eye Designs Opticians of
Chorley, who have generously donated vouchers over the year including one
for £50 as a prize at Write Now, and editorial consultancy Fiction Feedback
www.fictionfeedback.co.uk who judge the short-list of our annual short story
competition.
Any writer aged over 16 is welcome to join the group and we embrace
those who write as a hobby, those who are just starting out, those whose
ambition is to be published and those with several publications under their
belts – pretty much every kind of writer.
We publish a monthly newsletter and maintain a website at
www.chorleywriters.org.uk, a Twitter feed at @ChorleyWriters, and a
Facebook page at https://www.facebook.com/CADWC

Committee 2016
Chairwoman
Vice-Chair
Treasurer
Treasurer Designate (from Sep 2016)
Secretary (from Sep 2016)
Webmistress and Social Media
Newsletter Editor

Dea Parkin
Dave Harrison
Walter James
Derek Curzon
John Winstanley
Jeanette Greaves
Dave Harrison

Venue & Time of Meetings
Upstairs room at The Hartwood, Chorley PR6 7AX.
Last Tuesday of every month (except December), 7.30pm.
Contacts
To contact us please email info@chorleywriters.org.uk.
Cover Credit
Jeanette Greaves & Rod Bearden
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‘Toxic’ National Short Story Competition 2016

Shortlisted

Dear Sis – John Holland
Heatwave – Sue Hoffman
The Howrah Boy – Jan Hardy
Motor Skills – Gordon Aindow
Pins – Charise de Becker
The Novel – Josie Turner
Temptin’ Bison – Dianne Bown-Wilson
Ten Little Indians – Stuart McLean
Judge’s Comment
This year’s shortlist included an astonishing range of stories. I was impressed
by the impeccable standard of prose and the care and attention that all of the
authors had paid to editing. There were some fascinating interpretations of
the “Toxic” theme with many writers preferring to stay far away from poison
though there are murders by other foul means including voodoo and brake
tampering. It was very difficult to select from the best half dozen but in the
end the three selected just edged it on originality and use of the theme. The
winner, Heatwave, was the most inventive of all creating a strange place
reminiscent of Carys Davies’s stories and it has a unique twist on the theme.
First: Heatwave by Sue Hoffman
Second: Ten Little Indians by Stuart McLean
Third: Pins by Charise de Becker
These stories are published in these pages. Congratulations to all winners,
and to the shortlisted writers on their considerable achievement. Thank you
to everyone who entered.
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FIRST PRIZE WINNER
Heatwave
Sue Hoffman
Sixty-three people died in our village during the heatwave of ’97.
***
It was snowing lightly when the strangers walked into the village. Travelling
in from the north should have been impossible. How had they weathered
the ice and gales of the mountains? Weirder still, they wore no coats, just
light trousers and thin shirts, and the backpacks they carried looked too
light to bear many provisions.
I stood with Hendy and Dedra, watching open-mouthed as the
procession of men and women strode down the street and gathered in the
small square half way along the main path. They waited quietly until
Thornton pushed his way past the villagers who’d crowded round.
“Welcome to Salway Village,” he said loudly, and I was surprised to hear a
tremble in his voice. “It’s not often we have visitors, us being so isolated
here. Where are you from and how can we help you?”
A tall newcomer woman stepped forward. “We’ve come to live here for
a while.”
Hendy nudged me in the ribs. “She sounds odd.”
He’d only whispered but the woman swung round as if searching for
the source of the comment. Hendy leaned against me and I put my arm
round him. He was right; she did sound odd.
She turned back to Thornton. “We require rooms.”
I’d never seen Thornton flustered before. “We’re a small settlement,”
he said. “We have one inn but I’m afraid we can’t accommodate all of you.”
The woman smiled but I didn’t think she looked friendly. “We intend to
stay in your houses,” she said. When the murmur from the crowd ceased,
she went on, “One of us in each house.”
“You mean us to move out of our own homes?”
The question came from old Merta. I half expected the tall stranger to
be angry but she smiled that unpleasant smile again.
“No, indeed,” she said to Merta. “We expect you to stay in your homes
and serve us.”
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I was just eleven years old but I knew right then that life would never
be the same again.
Our village lay in a valley between the Olrick Hills and the Meldrin
Mountains, sheltered from the worst of the winds. Tarrow flourished in the
fertile soil along the river banks and the hardy garrons grew fat on sparse
mountain vegetation inedible to most other creatures. Whenever the snows
relented, our traders would leave on the two day trek to the next village. I
remember jostling with other children and with adults to see what goods our
people had brought back. At least, that had been the pattern before the
strangers came. The newcomers forbade trading trips and somehow
prevented even the rare visits from travelling merchants. It was as if our
village had been cut off entirely from the rest of the world.
Kaldrini, the tall woman who’d spoken in the village square, came to
live in our house. She was the leader of her people and she made it very
plain that we should feel honoured to have her with us. Dedra and Hendy
had to move in with me and share my bedroom, even though it was the
smallest one. I hated Kaldrini from the moment she set foot over our
threshold.
“Where have they come from?” Dedra asked me one night as I tucked
her into the narrow bunk bed above where little Hendy slept.
“Someplace far away I think,” I said. “They call themselves Sheenans. I
heard Thornton tell Father they’d landed on the other side of the
mountains.”
“Landed?”
“That’s what he said.”
“The last people who landed on Alhara came from Hiatsu,” Dedra said.
“But they were friendly. Our teacher told us about it last year.”
I nodded. “I know. I’ve read about them. It was long ago. Some stayed
and settled here but most went back home eventually.”
Dedra pulled the warm coverlet closer around her. “Probably couldn’t
stand the cold.” She sounded sleepy now. “Not like us. We’re used to it,
aren’t we?”
“These newcomers don’t seem to have a problem with it, more’s the
pity,” I said, but Dedra had drifted off to sleep.
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I sat and watched them for a few minutes – eight-year old Dedra, and
Hendy only four. It wasn’t right that they should be so afraid. It wasn’t right
that they should have to wait upon Kaldrini. Who did she think she was,
coming to our world and treating us like slaves? What did they want with us,
these strangers who walked out in the bitter air with no coats while even we
wore thick garments? How long would they stay?
Some of my friends reckoned the Sheenans were an advance group
checking out our land and our resources. As far as we could tell, they sent
no messages back to their homeland – and no more of them arrived. Old
Merta said they’d want to spend time here before deciding whether to leave
or send for more of their kind. They never told us about their home world
but they must have researched ours. All of them could speak our language
to some extent, although their voices were high-pitched and sort of blurry. It
wasn’t always easy to understand them, and they became annoyed if they
had to repeat an order.
Most of the time they seemed content to lounge around, letting us do
all the work – and work we did. I overheard my mother complain to Merta
that it had been difficult enough before to keep the village fed through the
cold time but now it was a daily struggle to provide for everyone. Not that
the Sheenans ever went hungry. They took the first and the best food, and
no one dared to complain, not after they killed Babty’s whole family
because his wife had hoarded some tarrow for their children.
I joined the resistance group when I was thirteen. Mother said I was too
young but I’d known for almost a year that she and my father were amongst
those rebelling against the Sheenans and I pestered constantly until I was
allowed to help. The whole village together didn’t have the numbers or the
weapons to fight Kaldrini’s people so we concentrated on making life
difficult for them whenever we could. A herd of garrons stampeded once,
trampling to death two Sheenans. A tarrow patch flooded and two more
Sheenans were sucked down into deep mud and suffocated there. Three of
their guards, scratched by jarekthorn bushes, came to Merta for treatment
but the scratches became so badly infected that the injured men were ill for
weeks. Merta escaped censure because she’d warned them that her
ointments might not suit their skins.
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“Well now,” Merta said quietly to me and Mother after hearing that one
of the sick Sheenans had died, “it’s a shame I accidentally mistook finnel
leaf for cure-all when I mixed that ointment, isn’t it?”
Dedra was the first to notice the change.
“I had to take my coat off on the way back from the fields,” she told
me, and when I came to think about it I realised it had been less cloudy of
late.
“It’s probably just something temporary with the weather,” I said.
“Let’s go and ask Merta.”
We passed two Sheenan guards as we headed towards Merta’s house.
Usually the guards stood at their posts for hours without showing any signs
of strain but today both of them were leaning on the wall outside the inn
and their grey skin looked sort of pinkish. Dedra and I sidled past them as
quickly as we could, pretending we were hurrying on an errand.
Merta was sitting on her porch, mixing potions, when we arrived. She
listened as we told her about the weather and about the two guards.
“Should’ve seen it myself,” she muttered, her eyes lighting up with
excitement. “I wonder. Could this be the answer? Go home, children. I’ve
some studying to do.”
She hobbled off inside her house before we could ask what she meant.
Only later did she explain her idea.
My first tasks against the Sheenans had been simply to relay messages.
Nothing could be written down, for fear of discovery, but I had a good
memory and could repeat a message verbatim. I longed to take a more
active role but, when the opportunity finally arrived I was more scared than
I’d admit to anyone.
“You’ll need to gather enough for all the villagers,” Father said, “and it
can’t take more than this one trip. We don’t have much time. Are you sure
you want to do it?”
I wasn’t at all sure, but I nodded. “They’re used to me going to check
on the garrons. Kaldrini will be suspicious if anyone else goes.” I took my
pack and stuffed the drawing Merta had given me under my extra shirt and
food rations. If a Sheenan found it, I’d claim it was a picture of a special
herb Merta wanted for curing nail-rot in young garrons.
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The trip into the foothills of the Meldrin Mountains was uneventful but I had
trouble finding the plants that matched my picture.
“They’ll be under snow melt,” Merta had assured me. “Look in crevices
where rock-serril grows. The heartspur plants will be nearby. They like the
same conditions.”

How does she know? I wondered as I searched. No one’s seen these
plants for decades. What if they don’t grow here any more? What if Merta’s
wrong?”
“We may be a rural community,” Merta had said at our last Resistance
meeting, “but we’re not ignorant and we have our records. My calculations
are correct. Heartspur flower for only a few days. If we miss this chance, we
won’t have another one.”
I didn’t know whether or not her predictions would prove to be right,
but on the second day out with the garrons I found the plants.
“Pick only the red petals,” Merta had said. “Don’t touch the spiny
leaves. Chew a petal. It should taste like roasted tarrow, with a hint of
bitterness.”
Dedra and I had weathered the deprivations reasonably well but Hendy
was thin and pale and often sickly. The thought of him growing weaker by
the day spurred me on. I had to check that I’d found the right plants. I ate
one of the petals.
Merta’s forecast was astonishingly accurate. By the time I returned to the
village, the Olrick Hills were clear of snow for the first time in living memory
and the rivers were in full spate. The rogue comet was visible in the night
sky and daytime temperatures soared. Affected and protected by the petals
we’d all consumed, our skins darkened and we withstood the heat with
relative ease.
The Sheenans’ research had not encompassed our sudden and
peculiar weather change, an occurrence so rare that it was known only
through our records. They were unaffected by the cold; not so by the heat. It
worked upon them like a virulent poison.
Sixty-three people died in our village during the heatwave of ’97, every
single one of the Sheenans. No one mourned them.
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SECOND PRIZE WINNER
Ten Little Indians
Stuart McLean
You didn’t say no to Jimmy the Spark. That was the law.
Rumour was, the last person who refused Jimmy anything was a used
car salesman who owned a dealership on the edge of town, on a piece of
prime real estate that Jimmy was keen to buy. Jimmy made the man an offer
and the dealer refused. It was stalemate for a few days until – to nobody’s
surprise, except the maybe the car dealer, who was new in town and didn’t
know the rules – the whole place disappeared in a freak blaze.
The car dealer cut his losses, moved to a new town, and a legend was
born. Jimmy the Spark.
Sanjeev Ghir, owner of the Koh-I-Noor restaurant, could feel his hands
shake when he sat down, facing Jimmy across the table. Jimmy was a big
man with a thick gut that hung over his belt. He had a face that looked to
have been cut from stone, and narrow piercing eyes.
The sound of sitar music played gently through the speaker above Jimmy’s
head. Next to the speakers, a painting of Lakshmi hung on the wall. The
Goddess of wealth and prosperity. If ever Sanjeev had needed her help, it
was now.
‘I thought maybe we could have a meal during our discussion,’ said
Sanjeev. ‘Would that suit you?’
Jimmy smiled. ‘Sounds good to me. I love your grub. It’s the reason
why I’m going to buy this place.’
The words nettled Sanjeev. Why I’m going to buy this place . Not ‘if’ or
‘could’, as if there’s any doubt in the matter, but ‘why’, like it was a given
fact, written in stone.
Anya appeared, pushing a metal trolley across the carpet. Sanjeev’s
wife smiled, putting on a brave face, although the twitch at the edge of her
mouth showed how nervous she was. She parked the trolley up against the
table. Sanjeev indicated the trolley. ‘I have taken the liberty of preparing a
small selection. Nothing heavy, just a few appetisers.’
‘Hey, that suits me fine,’ said Jimmy. ‘You’re the boss.’ He gave a sly
wink.
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Sanjeev rose to help his wife. There were no waiters to serve, he had
given the staff the afternoon off, locked the front door. He had the feeling
that it would better if this conversation took place in private.
They placed a trio of metal hotplates onto the table, then carefully laid out a
number of bowls, finally dropping a serving spoon in each one. Ten dishes in
all. Anya pushed the trolley away then returned, sitting beside her husband.
They held hands under the table, sharing their fear.
Sanjeev indicated the food in front of them. ‘Please,’ he said. ‘Enjoy.’
‘Looks good.’ Jimmy scooped the spoon from a bowl of Aloo Chat,
dumped some onto his plate. He picked up his fork, then hesitated, making
a face. ‘See, that’s the problem with my line of work,’ he said. ‘You do get a
bit paranoid.’
Sanjeev frowned at him. ‘I don’t understand.’
‘This stuff, whatever it is. Why don’t you have a bite, eh?’
‘What do you mean?’
Jimmy jabbed his finger at the bowl. ‘Eat.’
Sanjeev shrugged. He dropped some potato onto his own plate, then
ate a mouthful, chewing carefully, then swallowing. He raised his eyebrows,
as if to say, what were you expecting?
Jimmy pushed a forkful of potato into his gaping mouth. He smacked
his lips loudly. ‘Bloody hell, that’s good.’
Anya lifted a small portion of spicy cashews and some tandoori
meatballs onto her plate and began to eat. Jimmy waited until she had
begun, before he tucked into the same.
‘Okay, let’s get to the point, shall we?’ said Jimmy around a mouthful
of food. ‘I want this place.’
Sanjeev paused, a vegetable pakora halfway to his lips. ‘And we do
not wish to sell This is our livelihood. We built this from nothing. It has taken
us nearly ten years to get to this stage. Ten years of hard work and sweat.’
Jimmy placed his hand against his ear. ‘Hey, d’you hear that dripping
sound? Know what that is? It’s my heart bleeding for you.’
Sanjeev shook his head. ‘I’m sorry, I don’t get you.’
Jimmy rolled his eyes. ‘I’m saying this isn’t sodding multi-choice. You
don’t get to pick and choose what you want. At the end of the day, I’m
buying this place.’
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‘And if I refuse?’ asked Sanjeev. Anya’s hand tightened around his own.
He could feel both of their palms sweating.
Jimmy leaned forwards. His eyes were cold. ‘You really want to go
down that route?’
‘I don’t think you realise what this place means to us,’ said Anya. ‘We
have…’
Jimmy slammed his fist onto the table, silencing her. ‘Did I ask your
opinion?’
Anya closed her mouth, sat low in her chair.
‘I’ll make you a fair offer,’ said Jimmy. ‘Fair to me, anyway. Make it all
above board, buy you out, all on the level. Give you a nice bit of cash in
your pocket to walk away with.’
‘And how long do we get to think about this?’ asked Sanjeev.
Jimmy’s eyes widened. ‘You want a time limit? Christ, what do you
think this is, Countdown? Here, tell you what.’ Jimmy picked up an onion
bhaji from Sanjeev’s plate, tossed it into the air. ‘I’ll give you long as it takes
for that to hit the floor. Oh, look, it’s already landed. Guess you’re out of
time.’
‘I beg of you,’ said Sanjeev. ‘Don’t do this to us. We need this place.
Without this restaurant, we would not be able to afford to send our son
through university.’
‘I’m sorry, have I been talking to myself, here?’ Jimmy shot out a hand,
moving surprisingly fast for such a big man. He grabbed Sanjeev by the
wrist, twisted hard. Pain jolted through Sanjeev’s forearm. ‘Up until till now,
this has just been a friendly chat.’
Sanjeev thought, this is friendly?
‘Please,’ he said.
Jimmy increased the pressure until Sanjeev thought that his wrist was
going to snap. ‘You really don’t want this to get unpleasant now, do you?’
Jimmy let go of Sanjeev’s wrist. He leaned back, waited until Anya had
finished sipping from a tumbler of lassi, then he picked up her glass, took a
deep swallow and wiped his mouth with the sleeve of his shirt.
Sanjeev rubbed at his wrist, massaging the bruised flesh. After a
moment, he reached into his pocket, pulled out a piece of paper.
‘What’s this?’ asked Jimmy.
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‘It’s a breakdown of costs, how much our restaurant is worth.’ He slid
the page across the table. ‘I was hoping it wouldn’t come to this. But, if we
were to sell, that is the minimum that we would be able to accept.’
Jimmy ate some chicken tikka smothered with tarka dahl – making sure
that Sanjeev had already eaten a little of each – then he picked up the page.
His eyes widened.
‘This is a joke, right?’
‘No,’ said Sanjeev. ‘This is correct. This is what our restaurant is worth.’
‘You think I’m paying this?’
‘It’s what we would need,’ said Anya. ‘We have to have enough to pay
for our home, for our son’s education.’
Jimmy laid the piece of paper out onto the table. He ran his finger
across its surface, coming to rest halfway down the page. ‘Ah, I think I see
the problem. There’s a mistake in your numbers, right there.’
Sanjeev frowned, trying to read the page upside down. ‘A mistake?
That’s not possible.’
‘Oh, yeah. Definitely a mistake. See, what you’ve done is, you’ve
missed an important part of the calculation. You’ve failed to factor in the
degree to which I don’t give a crap about your son’s education.’ He laughed
at his own joke. Then, he said, ‘Take that figure and halve it.’
‘Halve it?’ said Sanjeev. ‘You cannot be serious.’
‘I look like a comedian to you?’ A vegetable pakora disappeared into
his mouth, followed by a spoonful of lamb biriani. He belched softly. ‘Hey,
I’m not a complete monster. I’d give you time to move out. If you like, I’ll
even let you stay on, work for me in the kitchen.’
‘Work for you?’ said Anya, unable to keep the disgust out of her voice.
‘Please,’ Sanjeev pleaded. ‘Be reasonable.’
‘Hey, I am being reasonable. You look up the word reasonable in the
dictionary, you’d see a picture of my big smiling face looking back at you.’
He grinned, fragments of spinach glistening from his teeth.
Sanjeev hung his head.
‘So, what’s it to be?’ Jimmy coughed a little, spat a few fragments of
pakora onto the table.
‘Could I take a moment to explain about our son’s education?’ said
Sanjeev.
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‘No.’ Jimmy slapped the table with the flat of his hand. Bowls jumped.
The lassi spilled over, forming a white puddle which dripped onto the floor.
‘Bloody hell, if I have to hear about your sodding son one more time, I swear
I’m going to thump one of you.’ His face reddened visibly. Beads of sweat
appeared on his forehead.
‘Please, this is important,’ said Sanjeev. ‘You will want to know this, I
am sure.’
Jimmy didn’t reply. His skin colour deepened.
‘Our son has a bright future ahead of him,’ said Anya. ‘A very bright
future. His teachers all say that he is one of the most intelligent young men
they have ever taught.’
‘It’s amazing,’ said Sanjeev. ‘To think that the son of a mere restaurant
owner could have such intelligence. We are so proud.’
Jimmy coughed again, spittle spraying onto the table. He ran his finger
around his collar, loosening his tie.
Sanjeev continued. ‘When he comes home for the holidays, his
conversation is full of talk that goes right over our heads. He uses so many
big words now, words that his mother and I can only begin to understand.’
There was more coughing from Jimmy. More spittle hit the table, this
time accompanied by flecks of blood. His skin was now purple, his eyes wide
and bulging.
‘The last time he came home, Anya, what was it that he was telling us
about? That strange expression that he used?’
Anya’s forehead wrinkled in thought. ‘Binary poisons.’
‘Ah, yes. Binary poisons. Do you know what they are, Jimmy?’
Jimmy didn’t reply. He was too busy clawing at his collar, buttons
popping as he ripped his shirt open. Air came from his mouth in jagged
bursts.
‘They are amazing things,’ said Sanjeev. ‘It seems that a person can
eat one type of chemical and show no ill effects.’
‘While another person can eat a different chemical,’ said Anya. ‘And,
still, have no effect.’
‘But, if one person were to eat both chemicals at once…’ Sanjeev’s
eyes ran over the table, looking at the variety of dishes in front of them.
‘Well, then, that is a different matter.’
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Jimmy slumped from chair, gagging and retching. He rolled onto the
carpet, his legs twitching spastically. His face was now the colour of
aubergines and his tongue protruded from the side of his mouth.
‘It’s just like cooking,’ said Anya. ‘Simply a question of applying the
right complementary materials to the right dishes. Understand how they
react together.’
They both went quiet while they waited, their hands intertwined as
they listening to the sounds of Jimmy writhing on the floor. It took another
five minutes before Jimmy stopped moving altogether.
Sanjeev rose from the table and began to tidy away the dishes. In
another three hours they would be opening the doors for the dinnertime
rush.
They had a lot of clearing up to do.
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THIRD PRIZE WINNER
Pins
Charise de Becker
For the first 12 years of my life, home was a blue, paint-peeling, brothel in
Baton Rouge. When I was little, too young to know better, I thought all those
excited, panting men were my daddy, uncle, brother or granddaddy.
Eventually, I got older and wiser but all of my growing up really happened
the summer I turned thirteen. That’s when I laid my childhood innocence to
rest and out of the dirt came something strong and powerful, helped along
by a little voodoo magic.
I was one of four kids growing up, tucked mostly out of harms-way, in
the brothel. There was a set of twins, Ginny and Lulamae, both as young,
stupid and annoying as the other and always wanting to play dress up, put
on some rouge and would probably fall straight into the honey trap, like
their silly ol’ mama. The other was Beau, he also younger than me, a little
slow in the head but what he didn’t have in the brains department, he sure
made up for in heart.
He would spend most of his days in the patchy back yard, patting the
dusty earth to a beat only he could hear. Sometimes, he would pause to
poke his chubby fingers in to the side of a bug and then straight back to
drumming. He would have happily carried on, rain or shine, until his brown
skin turned black under the brutal sun and the rain washed it right off him.
Of course with his no good mother sleeping off another hangover, I had
to care for him, in between chores. I remember it was scorching hot that day
when I was scrubbing some of the ladies’ ‘delicates’, in exchange for candy
and magazines, when the sweat was just pouring off of Beau and pelting a
little beat in fat, drops on to that dusty floor. He must have been exhausted,
his little arms aching, and just about set to melt, but no matter how I
hollered at him he refused to quit, refused to even look up at me.
I took a cool, damp rag and ran it over his face and neck. He didn’t
pause, but let out a shivery, satisfied sigh. Scooping up some clean water, I
tried my best to pour it into his mouth but most just dribbled onto his dirty,
brown top.
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Hurrying now, I rinsed the lacy things in my washtub. They slithered
against my skin, hoping to bring me down with them but I wrung them out
and hung them up, before they even got the chance. I washed my hands,
smoothed my wiry hair and tied the yellow apron around my waist. Piling
the fresh cakes, I arranged them so they hid the cracks on the plate and
carried the tray out to the porch. Just then, Grandma Queenie’s sweet,
sweet voice carried over the side gate.
‘Celestine, baby. You there, girl?’
I rushed round kicking up a cloud of dust and opened the gate and hugged
Queenie in one practised move. She was always warm, the perfect
temperature of a quilt and smelt powdery and minty, all at the same time.
She shooed me a little with her hand and creaked her way onto the porch.
Looking sly, like a child with cookie crumbs on her chin, she handed
me a small, tightly wrapped parcel. I looked back with eyes wide, my
birthday wasn’t for a couple of weeks, but I asked coolly, not wanting to get
my hopes too high, ‘This for me, Grandma Queenie?’
‘Don’t play coy, child! You know full well your birthday’s coming up and
if you wait on anyone else to remember you’re gonna be waiting a while.’
With that she started to wheeze like a kettle on the boil and washed the half
laugh down with her cold drink.
‘Thanks, Grandma Queenie! You the best, we’re lucky to have you!’
‘Don’t you know it! And don’t ever forget it!’ she muttered around
mouthfuls of cake.
‘Go on, now open it.’
I didn’t have to be asked twice. The brown string, twirled around my
fingers and the iris print cloth fell open on my lap to reveal a limp, brownfaced doll.
She was beautiful in her own way, with her plump cheeks (just like
mine), her angel bow lips (just like mine) and that wiry hair (just like mine).
She was draped in a soft, white, silky cloth, tied with a blue cord and dotted
with brilliant white feathers and silvery charms winking like eyes in the sun.
Those eyes must have caught my disappointment, even though I tried
to hide it. After all, I was turning 13, too old for dolls and all I really wanted
was a bit of fancy, satin ribbon to tie back my crazy hair and maybe some of
those neat bobby socks all the rich kids were wearing around town.
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‘Now Celestine, pick your bottom lip off the floor before I trip on it.
Don’t you recognise something special when you see it? That’s no ordinary
doll, like you’d play patty cake with and invite to tea. That is a juju doll.’
Oh God, I thought, a bit panicky, not voodoo again.
Voodoo for me was always that strange mixture of curiosity and fear.
Like bedtime stories kids get told about monsters, demons and zombies.
When lights were on the monsters were nothing but ink and paper, but
when that lamp went out that is when their eyes glowed red from the corner
of the room.

You didn’t dare not believe they weren’t true, unless you

became careless and got your foot bitten off on the way to the outhouse.
‘Now listen,’ Queenie spoke seriously, ‘you might learn a thing or two
which will come in handy now that you are becoming a grown woman.’
‘This juju doll was made with these very hands (she held two withered
and trembling hands up as proof) and I blessed her myself. That white she’s
wearing is cos it’s the colour of healing and she’s got feathers and charms
blessed with the power of Ayida. Remember her? She’s mother to us all, the
rainbow, Dumballah’s chosen one. She will see you right on your path to
becoming a woman.’
Uneasily, I half wrapped the juju doll back up and put her gently on the
table, without thinking I wiped my hands on the front of my apron and went
round to hug Grandma Queenie’s plump, folded frame.
We sat like two comfortable cats in the shade of the porch, watching
Beau drum his beat, washing slices of cake down and admiring how simple
folk, like Rosa Parks, were boycotting the buses up and down the country.
By the time I’d fed Beau a little cake and the sun had moved over
leaving him drenched but hunched in the shade of the fence, it was time for
Grandma Queenie to go, before she started snoring from that old, busted
rocker.
Producing two small charms, she said, ‘Give these to Lulamae and
Ginny for me. Where’re they at, anyway?’
‘Probably glued to that heap-of-junk radio one of the johns brought in,
dressing up in heels and dancing like fools ‘til they fall down. I’ll give them
your gifts and thanks, Grandma Queenie. I mean it.’
‘Make sure you take good care of her and she will take good care of
you. Now run inside, your mama’s gonna be waking up soon.’
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After dinner and dishes, the ladies got set to work. Slipping into their
satin, ‘snake skins’, ready to lure and be lured.
After wrestling the comb through my hair and giving up, I unwrapped
the juju doll, tilting her this way and that, in the cobwebbed light. She was
beautifully painted and her clothes finely stitched, like a mini version of me.
I rested her gently up against the cracked, half- mirror on my dresser and
walked backwards to bed, not quiet letting myself take my eyes off her.
Eventually, sleep won me over.
All I felt was smothered, in a hot sweating mess of blankets and oily
bacon. The air around me turned to gin and cigars, as this huge, heavy, hot
force suffocated me. I tried to wake up…just dreaming Celestine, it’s only a
nightmare…wake up you crazy…
‘Baby, baby…’
I could see the room beyond the shoulder of the ‘animal’ on top of me,
feel his greasy, rough skin against my cheek and feel him fumbling my
nightdress open.
My whole voice was squeezed out of me. I lay shocked, stiff and hoping
to die, as I heard my thin, cotton panties rip away from my skin.
I bit my lip, squeezed my eyes closed, freeing tears from their corners
and waited for it to be over.
Then nothing.
I don’t know how long I lay there eyes closed, stiff as a board, sobbing
like an orphan, but it seemed like my whole, almost 13 years, stretched out
before me again.
Then my mama was in the room, screaming and cursing and bundling
me in blankets.
‘What did he do, baby? What did he do to you? Tell your mama, I won’t
be mad, did he hurt you…let me see you? Tell me you’re gonna be OK?
Sweet baby, please be OK?’
Then there was a growing crowd of faces at my door, like dark, angry
rain clouds they broke into my room, their words were stinging rain.
‘Georgia, what the hell is going on?’
‘What did that john do to your little girl?’
‘How did he get back here anyways?’
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‘Good lord! He’s dead! He ain’t breathing! Look at him! Stone, cold
dead on her bedroom floor? Did she kill him? Not that I’d blame her, but
what a world of trouble it’ll bring down on us all!’
‘Hush up!’ I heard my mama scream. ‘And one of you call the damn
doctor’.
By the time the cops and doctor was done, the birds were singing
fiercely to the sun, as it began to rise from the cracked, red scar of the
horizon.
I sat numb, clutching a shawl. Not daring to think, speak, feel. Maybe,
like Beau I wouldn’t be able to do these things ever again?
Mama came over and slowly took my hands, gave them a little
squeeze and said ‘It’s over, honey. He won’t hurt you, he can’t hurt you or
anyone else ever again. His heart gave up on him, before he could finish…
you know’. She looked away. ‘Anyway, I don’t know what or who was looking
after you, but thank God you’re OK!’
‘I am never, ever going to let anything bad happen to you ever again. I
promise. First thing tomorrow you pack your things and I’ll send you off to
my auntie’s, just until I have enough saved up to leave this hell hole for
good’.
Later that day, Gracie (the twins’ mama) came and knocked on my
door. ‘I’m sorry about what happened to you. It shook me so bad! Shaken
some sense into me that I need to get my girls far, far away from this place!
Anyway, I thought you could use this,’ she said and put a small, scratched
suitcase on my bed.
‘Thanks,’ I whispered, the word slipping out like a rat creeping through
a tight space. My body still felt dead, like it didn’t fully belong to me.
Everything I owned was packed in no time, but the last item I clutched
for a while, maybe I wasn’t too old for dolls after all. The doll still looked
beautiful, smooth, innocent and whole, while I felt crumpled, torn and dirty,
a little like yesterday’s newspaper. I hoped secretly

I’d be able to see

myself again through those care-free, green eyes.
After good-byes with my make-shift family and with mama’s guilty
tears still staining the sleeve of my purple top, I snuck into Beau’s room. I
envied him. He would never know, never understand the hurt of this world. I
hated having to leave him but I had to look out for me now.
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For the first few days at my auntie’s place, everything was so clean
and calm and I thought I’d never miss the brothel. Too soon that quiet and
calm turned to loneliness and I started to miss the ‘dum, dum, dum’ of Beau
beating the dirt in the backyard and even the ‘clunk, clunk, clunk’ of the
twins chasing each other around in heels.
Life was changing, slowly I could feel the lines on my face de-tangling
and relaxing, getting slowly back to me.
I thought nothing could change me like that one night, until two
months after I moved to my auntie’s, I got a parcel.
Just plain brown paper, tightly bound up in string, with neat, loopy
handwriting, claiming the owner to be ‘Celestine Blanche’.
Desperate, at that stage, for something exciting and out of the
ordinary I raced to the kitchen table and tugged at the string.
What I saw turned me the colour of day old ash.
It was another doll.
This one was different – plump, with a white, shiny face (just like the
face that smothered me and squeezed every last drop of hope, goodness
and innocence right out of me).
Like a monster out of one of those children’s fairy stories, it was scaryugly and wrapped in a scratchy, black fabric that prickled my hands.
The only colour was a maroon heart, tightly stitched onto his bulging
chest and a long, silver pin towering its way out of the centre.
For one minute, I was able to put away my fear to feed my curiosity as
I reached for the note (which smelt a little like mint and powder) and read:
‘You’re welcome, honey girl. Now burn this nasty thing before Auntie
gets home. Come visit soon! – Grandma Queenie.’
I grabbed the doll with sweaty fingertips, dangling it by one arm like
some dead, diseased thing.
I paused, getting ready to throw it in the kitchen wood stove and ran
outside to the old tin barrel instead. Smothering it in old leaves, I lit the first
match, watching it burn almost to my fingers and shook it out. Why did I
feel so damn guilty?
In that pause, something, some power, seemed to will my hand into
the bin. With a sigh like some half-dead skunk, letting go of his last breathe,
I slid the pin out of his heart.
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Watching, surprised that same hand (my hand) tucked the pin carefully
in my breast pocket and casually lit the match. The fire caught the dry
leaves, burning the doll in tight, tense flames. The thick, black treacle
smoke took on the smell of oily bacon and gin.
Falling to my knees, I lost my lunch and the weight of those memories
amongst my auntie’s flower beds.
In that moment, I knew, toxic (thoughts, feelings, past) had no power
over the person holding the pin.
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MEMBERS' WRITING
Greener Grass
Trefor Lloyd
Everything in the field was as it had been for as long as any of them could
remember, and some of them could remember as far back as last weekend.
The grass was adequate, a bit patchy in places and not as good as the field
next door but, hey – that’s life. The only thing that was different was a faint
sweet smell which no one could quite place.
As they were ruminating on these weighty matters a shaggy dog
appeared at the other end of the field and shouted to them in a jovial sort of
way.
‘Hello, sheep, my name’s Bo Peep.’
The sheep looked up momentarily and then resumed their lunch, for
they knew that he was lying. Bo Peep imposters were always turning up and
this one didn’t even have a bonnet.
‘Only kidding,’ said the shaggy dog, ‘I can see there’s no pulling the
wool over your eyes. Look, just call me Bo.’
‘You are the best looking sheep I have ever seen,’ he continued. ‘It
makes me proud to be British. But it’s so unfair that you are stuck with this
sub-standard grass. You deserve a better field and if you follow me I’ll take
you to one’. And he told them of fields free from nettles and thistles where
the grass was sweet and fresh all the year round. ‘It’s called Elysium,’ he
said.
And the sheep looked at one another and said, ‘You know, he’s right,
we do deserve a better field and what’s more, it must be a wonderful field if
it’s got a name like that.’ It was a long time since anyone had bothered to
talk to the sheep and they were pleased that Bo had taken the trouble. ‘The
farmer takes us for granted,’ they said, ‘we only see him when he wants us to
go to another field and he has never once mentioned these special fields of
Elysium. We have been treated shoddily and it’s about time things changed.’
So they decided to take up Bo’s offer and followed him through the gate and
down the lane.
They walked for a long time up hill and down dale but there was no
sign of the fields and the sheep began to mutter. So Bo sat them down and
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gave them a pep talk: ‘Sheep, it’s quite wrong that the farmer should decide
what grass you can eat. In a proper democratic society you should be taking
these decisions for yourselves; after all no one knows more about grass than
you. It’s time to take control of your own destiny and shake off the yoke of an
unelected bureaucracy.’
The sheep didn’t really understand what Bo was saying but they liked
the way he talked and they were sure he must be right because he’d been to
university and knew so many long words. Besides he was a very jolly shaggy
dog and made them laugh. So they got to their feet and resumed their walk
to the promised field.
After a while they came to pub and sitting outside it was a lizard with a
big grin on its face. The lizard was drinking a pint of beer and smoking a
cigarette and it engaged them in conversation.
‘What a remarkable flock of sheep you are. You have such intelligent
faces and I can see your fleeces are of the finest quality. It is clear that you
have been bred from the very best of British stock. The sort of sturdy stock
who have munched grass on these rolling green hills since time immemorial.
So different to those mangy, flea-ridden creatures they have on the
Continent.’
The sheep felt very proud to be British and told him they were on their
way to the Elysian fields. But the lizard looked sad and showed them a
picture of a long line of goats.
‘I don’t want to worry you sheep but you should know that all these
goats are coming this way. And when they get here everything will change
and you will feel like strangers in your own country. Your birth right is at risk
unless you take action now.’
When they heard this, the sheep were very worried because they had
read in the Daily Mail that goats eat twice as much as sheep. And with so
many goats there clearly wouldn’t be enough pasture to go round and grass
might have to be rationed. They had also heard that goats are not big on
personal hygiene and the thought of having them living in the field next door
made the sheep shudder. So they hurriedly thanked the lizard for telling them
about this existential threat to their way of life and rushed off to find out what
Bo had to say.
‘Alas, the lizard is quite right,’ said Bo. ‘Your way of life is under threat
and the only way to avoid such a disastrous state of affairs is to get to
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Elysium as soon as possible.’ So they trotted after Bo, keener than ever to
reach the Promised Land. Such was their concern that that they barely
noticed the delicious sweet smell which filled the air.
After a while they came to a farmyard full of turkeys and Bo being Bo
stopped to chat to them.
‘You are the best-looking turkeys I’ve ever had the privilege to meet,’
he said, ‘so plump and well fed. It’s such a pity that you are penned up in this
farmyard where you are clearly not appreciated.’ He told them how exciting
things were in the outside world and how much better off they would be if
only they could escape. ‘I’d love to spend more time getting to know you but
I’ve promised to take these sheep to a field full of the most succulent and
wholesome grass.’
Bo assured them he would return and next time he would tell them all
about a wonderful time of year when there were crackling log fires and
everyone gave each other presents and turkeys were the most popular birds
in the world.
So Bo and the sheep bade the turkeys au revoir and resumed their
journey. And just as the sheep were beginning to tire again Bo turned round
to them and said, ‘We are getting very close to the field now and I think it’s
important that you look your best when we get there.’ The sheep nodded in
agreement and began to baa at each other excitedly.
‘Don’t take this personally,’ Bo continued, ‘but your fleeces look a bit
scruffy. I think you would look a lot better without them and as it happens I
know a man who is very good at shearing.’
This was the first time Bo had mentioned the ‘S’ word and the sheep
were alarmed. They looked at one another and said, ‘This was not part of the
deal, we wouldn’t have left our field if we had known what Bo had planned,’
and several of them decided to turn round and go home. But when they did
they found a gate had been shut behind them and they were trapped in a
pen.
When it was all over the sheep huddled together in a state of shock
and confusion. The shearer had been very thorough in his work and made
sure that none of them was left with so much as a tuft of wool to cover their
blushes. But what really alarmed the sheep was that the shearer had painted
a number on the back of each one of them.
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While they were discussing what they should do Bo appeared and gave
them his most jolly, reassuring smile. ‘I’m sorry, sheep,’ he said, ‘but you
must know that nothing is ever achieved without some pain and sacrifice. You
may feel naked and exposed now but it will all be worth it when you get to
Elysium.’
Then the sheep asked him about the numbers that the shearer had
painted on them.
‘I’m afraid it’s yet another example of unnecessary red tape imposed
by the unelected bureaucrats of Brussels,’ Bo said. ‘But when we get to
Elysium the rain will soon wash the paint off and you won’t ever have to
worry about it again.’ Then Bo told them how brave and far-sighted they all
were, and how generations of sheep to come would be so grateful that they
had had the courage to stick with their convictions. He said the story of their
epic journey would go down in history. Then he told them a joke and they
began to feel a bit better.
After a while they found themselves in a narrow lane and when they
came to the end of it they saw a barn. Bo stopped in front of it and said,
‘Sheep, we have almost reached the end of our journey. Unfortunately I have
to leave you here because I have promised to return to the turkeys to tell
them all about Christmas. I must say it has been a huge privilege to lead you
from the trough of mediocrity to the broad sunlit fields of Elysium.’
‘Now all you have to do is walk into the barn and you will find the
Elysian fields on the other side.’
The sheep were sad to see Bo go but thanked him very much for
everything he had done. And with a final cheery baa they turned to the barn
and trotted confidently towards their bright new future.
Such was their haste and eagerness to get to Elysium that they didn’t
notice the smell which filled the air, the delicious sweet smell of Sunday
roast...
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257 Cracks
David Kevill
There are 257 cracks in the walls in my current home, some man made, some
caused by wear and tear. I’d love you to visit but sadly it’s not that easy, plus
I wouldn’t want you to see me like this.
How have I survived ten years in this hell hole? Not much longer now, well
it shouldn’t be, but nothing is guaranteed until I’m on the outside and they’ve
closed the door firmly behind me. I pray to God it won’t go wrong now, but
only when no one is watching. That’s how I’ve survived, by being Mr Bland.
Like a parody on the three monkeys, say nothing to draw attention to
yourself, see nothing to draw attention to yourself and hear nothing to draw
attention to yourself. Like John Major on Spitting Image, be Mr Grey. Dull,
boring, uninteresting and of no use to anyone.
Her Majesty’s prison! Well, Ma’am, you can have it, I ain’t coming back.
What I did was wrong, very wrong but it was one moment of alcoholfuelled stupidity, I’m not a serial criminal. If I was would this place have
reformed me? Not a chance. The prison authorities and the prison officers are
so tied up with human rights, health and safety and a multitude of other red
tape that they can’t reform prisoners any more. They daren’t step outside the
rules by one millimetre. The only discipline comes from fellow prisoners and
that is far, far harsher than any officer would ever have meted out.
My crime was a high-profile crime, one of those that is hated by the
criminal fraternity. One that was guaranteed to see you on the wrong end of
numerous very big fists and boots, or a home-made implement such as a
sharpened knife. The guards would turn a blind eye of course; I had obviously
walked into a door again.
But I’ve missed that kind of attention, at least so far. With the greatest
respect for my fellow prisoners, and I do respect them because it’s dangerous
not to, even the weakest has a tough master. With the greatest respect for
my fellow prisoners I believe my IQ is amongst the highest in this place, at
least in respect of lying and remembering what my lie was, so as far as my
fellow inhabitants are concerned my crime was embezzlement. I stole money
from my employers, they thought. Nobody was interested in that, in fact they
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thought I’d given my bosses just what they deserved. Ten years I have lived
that lie, you need a constantly good memory for that.
Oh, there are many other things you must do to avoid finding yourself
in danger.
Wait patiently and silently in the canteen queue.
Sit only at the canteen table you are meant to sit at. That’s really hard
to judge but you eventually get to know what the slightest glance means.
Don’t bump into anyone.
Only make eye contact with people you are allowed to make eye
contact with. Another difficult one.
Never give an opinion on any inmate to another inmate. In fact try to
never give an opinion on anything.
Don’t become anyone’s friend.
Don’t trust anyone, accept whatever anyone tells you could be right,
could be wrong, or somewhere between.
And never have your grandma visit you. They talk loud and speak
before they think – other inmates have good hearing.
The more time you can spend alone the better, without being looked
upon as a recluse or hearing someone’s dulcet tones saying, 'Why do you not
want to mix with us? Do we smell or sommat’?' Well actually, yes you do. NO,
don’t say that. No, I’m just working on my thesis – uh, oh. No one likes a
smarty pants. You have to be alert twenty-four hours a day.
When I say alone, I mean as far as sharing a ten-by-ten box allows you
to be alone. But you can be alone in your thoughts.
My survival has been achieved by being Mr Boring and silently
counting cracks, all 257. Each crack has a name. There’s Edward because it
was created by someone banging their head against the wall. There’s Doug
because someone slammed a spade into the wall, missing my cell mate by
half an inch. How the hell someone smuggled a spade into prison amazes
me, yet doesn’t surprise me; and there’s Juanita because the guy who made
that only had one tooth. I was his target this time because I sneezed just as
he was taking his snooker shot. Never a dull moment!
I daren’t count the days to my release, even though there must be
fewer than twenty now. Can’t take anything for granted.
Prison is tough but it wouldn’t reform a hardened criminal. After all, it
provides free board and lodgings with very little, if any, work to do.
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Has prison helped to make sure I won’t offend again? No, nothing. I
have a nine-and-a-half-year-old daughter who I have never seen; she makes
sure I won’t offend again – ever.
Did prison help me – no, but it didn’t crack me either. I will survive!
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Deadly Decision
Lynne Taylor

I've heard that it's cathartic to write your feelings, so here goes. Who knows,
maybe if I write about it I won't do it.
I hate her, I loathe her and want her dead. I want her dead so much I
could willingly kill her. There, I've written it. Unfortunately, I still want to do it.
Maybe if I look at this as a story it might help.
Although it really began years ago, I'll start recently.
Today begins like every other day. She lies in bed and bangs her shoe on the
floor. I answer her summons and am greeted with, 'Good morning, dear. For
breakfast, I'll try to manage a little lightly buttered toast and perhaps a boiled
egg, dear. Maybe, one or two small biscuits, morning coffee type and possibly
a small pot of weak tea. Could you bring me the morning paper as well. I’m
sorry to be such a nuisance, but...'
Thankfully the drone of her voice is shut off by the closing of the
bedroom door.
Resting against the wall I begin to shake, cold sweat runs down my
back and I feel sick.
A memory floods in. I am in Dr Hall's surgery, collecting her
prescription from the receptionist. He comes out of his consulting room and
we begin to talk. Why did I have to ask the stupid question?
'I know you can’t talk to me about my sister’s condition, doctor, patient
confidentiality and all that, but is she … I mean, how ill is she? Will she, you
know, recover?'
'What are you talking about?' he asked, 'Your sister’s fine. Will she
recover indeed! What do you mean 'recover'? Anyone would think she was
going to die!'
'You mean she isn’t?'
'She’s only twenty-eight! She'll die one day, just like all of us, she isn’t
immortal, but she’s good for another fifty or sixty years yet, unless
something untoward happens to her...'
He continued talking but I ceased listening. The only words I hear are:
'she is good for another fifty or sixty years yet, unless something untoward
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happens to her.' These words keep echoing round in my head, and now they
are all I can hear as her whining voice fretfully calls for ‘a small cup of weak
tea,’ a ‘lightly boiled egg,’ ‘a glass of warm milk,’ ‘some lightly buttered
toast,’ or a book or a newspaper.
I spend my time running up and down stairs answering the knocking of
her banging shoe on the bedroom floor. To have another fifty or sixty years of
this is too much, but what can I do?

This story isn't really helping, but I'll persevere .
I am never likely to forget that awful morning. I see it now.
It was the following day and I was carrying the laden tray upstairs. I
heard her voice beckoning, like a siren to shipwrecked sailors, 'Sandra, come
here please. Sandra, I need you. Sandra, where are you?'
Pushing the door open with my foot I walk into the room and ask,
'What do you want?'
I hear and immediately regret the brusque tone of my voice. Now she
plays for sympathy.
'I am so terribly sorry to trouble you,' she whines, 'could you please put
some hot water in my hot water bottle? I would do it myself only I can’t take
the top off. I did try to unfasten it but it's too tight, I can’t turn it. I’m sorry to
be such a nuisance and a burden to you.'
'It’s all right. You’re not a burden. Give me the bottle and I’ll fill it.'
Handing me the hot water bottle she continues, 'I know you couldn’t
help getting flu, and I’m sorry I had to catch it. It's my weak chest, you see,
that’s why it turned to pneumonia. My chest has always been my trouble. You
know it’s always been weak and the pneumonia has left it very weak. Dr Hall
says I’m not to either over stress or over strain myself, as it could affect my
heart as well. Don’t worry, dear, I don’t think I’m long for this world.'
How I didn't scream ‘only another fifty or sixty years,’ I’ll never know.
I settle her with her tray and take the hot water bottle down to the
kitchen. It's when I return that she drops the bombshell.

As I tuck the hot water bottle under the bed covers she says, 'I've been thinking,
dear. You work too hard. I think you should stop working in the mornings. It’s not as
though we need the money. We've the interest from what Mummy and Daddy left us, I
have a few shares. I know they only bring in a little but it should help, and you have
some savings. I think you should give up your cleaning job. You’ve been looking a little
tired lately. You should have a rest, my dear. As a matter of fact, I rang the old folks’
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home yesterday, when you were at the library, and told them you wouldn’t be in any
more. It’s for the best, you know. I’m sure you understand.'
I really don’t think she was ready for the explosion.
'UNDERSTAND,' I stormed, 'understand what? That I spend all day
fetching, carrying, cleaning, shopping, cooking, washing, ironing, gardening? I
even do the bloody decorating. I run up and down those bloody stairs all the
bloody time. I go to work for a rest. When do I get any rest here? How dare
you tell them I’m not going in again?' I threw her mobile phone at her,
'Bloody ring them and tell them you were wrong. I’m going in this morning. I
may even go full time.'
'Now, dear, you’re hysterical. Calm down...'
I remember storming from the room and slamming the door behind me
before she could say another word.
Who the hell does she think she is, taking charge of my life and telling
me what to do? Give up work indeed! Work is my only salvation. They don't
expect me to run up and down stairs with loaded trays all day. I even manage
to get a break when I can put my feet up and talk to the other people. I need
work, I need my job. How dare she try and take it away from me just so that I
can spend more time running after her!

The thought of another fifty or sixty years of this finally drives me over
the edge. No cathartic writing from now on, thank you.
Feelings of anger, resentment and hatred burn in me and I have to
lean against the wall until the shaking, cold sweats and nausea wear off. My
head aches as the doctor’s words run round in it making me feel dizzy, 'she's
good for another fifty or sixty years yet, unless something untoward happens
to her.' Something untoward is going to happen to her and soon. With a bit of
luck she'll die of a heart attack, or possibly another bout of pneumonia,
anything, I don't care, just as long as she dies. Then I'll have peace at last.
That night I dreamt of her funeral. I was stood by the graveside
throwing hot water bottles and laden trays onto her coffin.
I have told everyone at work that my sister, who had told them I was
leaving, could sometimes be a little unbalanced and no one should take any
notice of her as she is liable to say, do or think the most ridiculous things.
Matron said she had suspected as much and confirmed that if my sister rang
she should be humoured but ignored.
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This morning was the final straw. Dr Hall visited one of the residents
and offered me a lift home, therefore, I was home nearly fifteen minutes
earlier than normal and witnessed a most unusual sight. My sister, my ailing,
near bed-ridden sister, was sitting in the lounge, watching television and
helping herself to my chocolates. I remember feeling a volcano erupt in my
head. For the last two years, ever since she caught my flu bug and it had
turned into pneumonia, I had run round after her. She had been unable to
even walk downstairs, the furthest she ventured being the bathroom.
There will be no remorse when I kill her!
I crept into the kitchen, opened the door and called upstairs, 'Jackie,
I’m home.' She must have thought I'd gone back into the kitchen as the
lounge door slowly swung open.
'Jackie,' I exclaimed, 'what are you doing out of bed? It’s wonderful to
see you downstairs again after all this time. Dr Hall will be pleased when I tell
him.'

So much enthusiasm and so much hatred!
'Hello, Susan,' she'd weakly replied, 'I thought you'd be surprised. I've
been trying to get better. I know I’m a burden.'
'Don’t be silly. You a burden! Ridiculous! Dr Hall will be pleased. I can’t
wait to tell him. We were only talking about you last week.'
'Oh, really? What did you say?'
'No need to sound so nervous. I only said I was a little worried about
you, and he said he thought a holiday might do you good. I’m sure we could
afford it, and I think it would do us both good, but I was a little worried about
you being up to travelling.'
'Well, dear, I’m not sure about travelling just yet.'
'But, darling, you said yourself I was looking a little tired, and I must
admit I am feeling rather jaded at the moment. I think a short holiday would
do us both the power of good. I can arrange everything.'

Oh yes, I can arrange everything!
Before she could object I left the hall to ring Dr Hall’s surgery. Surprise,
surprise, he was in favour of the idea and agreed to call after surgery and
help to persuade her to go. I told him she'd probably agree if he approved of
it and asked him if he thought sea air would be good for her. He said he
thought that was an excellent idea and would strongly recommend it.
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Jackie finally agreed that a week in Cornwall would be 'just what the
doctor ordered'.
The following morning I rang the Cliff Top Hotel, Portreoth and booked
a holiday for the end of the following month and then went into work and
booked the time off.
Over the last two weeks Jackie has improved to such an extent that
she is now able to take short walks in the garden, but after about fifteen
minutes of ambling she is so tired she has to retire for afternoon tea under
the shade of the horse chestnut tree. I doubt that fifteen minutes will be long
enough for my needs and encourage her to walk a little longer, if only for a
minute or two, each day.
I am also working on a back-up plan. I've told Matron that my sister
has become more and more forgetful and that I am beginning to think her
mind might be going. I've told Dr Hall that she's taken to accusing me of
trying to kill her, and that she's begun to imagine things, such as our
neighbour, poor henpecked Mr Field, is planning on poisoning his wife! In
preparation for this he has practised on his dog, Samson. All absolute
rubbish, of course. His poor dog recently died at the age of seventeen. This
fact I hide from Jackie, but I make sure of pointing out the absence of his dog
by saying, 'I haven’t seen Samson for a few days. I hope Mrs Field is feeling
well.' I know this seed will germinate in her fertile imagination and in less
than twenty-four hours she is telling me that Mr Field has poisoned his dog
and is planning on poisoning his wife. After that poor Mr Field begins to take
on a very sinister aspect in Jackie’s life.
By the time we go on holiday, Matron, Dr Hall and Mr Field have all
begun to worry about the state of my sister’s mind. Mr Field, kind man that
he is, has even discussed it with his wife and our neighbours. Dr Hall was
especially worried when during one of his visits Jackie referred to the
suspicious circumstances surrounding Samson’s death. As this had been
uttered during a conversation about the recent religious conversion of the
local hairdresser it seemed to unnerve the good doctor a little. I don't know
where she got idea that the hairdresser was a Jedi! With any luck if I don't kill
her she'll be committed.
The holiday's finally here. We've arrived in Portreoth and our first
holiday in years. I've planned the special event for the fifth day. I'm not
mean; let her enjoy her last days.
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The Cliff Top Hotel is, as suspected, at the top of a cliff.
Every morning we take a walk after breakfast. We stroll round the
garden and on to the soft downs of the cliff top, always staying well clear of
the edge. It would never do to spoil our holiday by having an accident, would
it!
The fifth day has dawned. A clear blue sky and a daffodil sun reflects in
a crystal sea. The plan is simple. Straight after breakfast we will set off for
our stroll through the hotel garden and on to the soft grass of the cliff top. We
will meander along the path towards the village, which is nearly two miles
away, but we won't need to walk that far! We will reach the point where the
path forks and, unfortunately, we will accidentally take the wrong path. I
walked this route on our first night, whilst Jackie slept, and found it soon
begins to deteriorate as it winds dangerously near the edge of the cliff. We
will sit on the grass to rest. I will go to the edge of the cliff and say something
like, 'Look, there’s a seal in the water. Can you see it?' and urge her forward.
When she is standing next to me I will give her a gentle push and she will
accidentally fall over the edge. Oh, how upset I will be!

Dear cathartic story, your mistress is dead. How do I know? Because I killed
her. Did she really think I wouldn't find you hidden at the bottom of her
wardrobe? She was always stupid. I killed her like I killed Mummy and Daddy.
They were nasty to me as well. They wouldn't buy me a rabbit when I wanted
one. Mummy always told your mistress to look after me, but she didn't, did
she? She was going to murder me; me her little, baby sister. I couldn't allow
that, now could I? I've sent her to Mummy and Daddy and I hope she gets
into trouble with them for not looking after me.
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Crushed
Jeanette Greaves
Hiya, I'm so glad to be able to tell my story to True Confessions of the Stars.
I'm Amy Joyce, usually known as 'The Fifth Tracy'. I want to take this chance
to tell my side of the tale, and let everyone know what a true gentleman and
wonderful person Caleb Khan really is.
My big break in TV was a dream come true. Corrie's 'Fourth Tracy' had
just resigned from the show. She was getting so many death threats from
people who wanted to wipe that smarmy grin off her face that her family had
begged her to leave the show. To explain Tracy's fourth re-incarnation, the
scriptwriters arranged to have her brutally attacked by her ex-step-sister-inlaw-to-be, Shelley. After several months of plastic surgery, Tracy returned to
the show as me, humbled in character, and determined to make a fresh start
in life. Tracy's current relationship had to be written out, and to mark her
redemption, the writers decided to bring back her husband, Robert.
The actor who previously played him was unavailable, not a real
problem, as nobody remembered what he looked like anyway. In a Keith Duffy
moment, the casting team managed to get a bit part for a famous musician.
His identity was to be kept secret until filming started, to avoid problems with
fans invading the set. The role, sadly, was to be for one show only, as Tracy's
full redemption could only be achieved by putting her through tragedy.
I'd been in the role for several weeks, and the first shows had already
been aired. I was really enjoying the job, to tell the truth. I was also looking
forward to meeting 'The New Robert'.
On the day of filming, the stunt crews and demolition experts were in
place, and my co-star arrived on set. Cruel Fate, Happy Fortune! It was the
incomparable Caleb Khan, so tall, so beautiful. I couldn't speak. Face to face
at last with the secret object of my obsession for the last ten years, I was
helpless. As I fainted, he moved faster than I could ever have imagined and
caught me in his arms, letting out a groan and sinking to the ground with me.
At the time, I thought it was mutual passion, but he later explained (in his
'absolutely' final letter to me) that it was a long-standing problem with his
knees, brought about by too many star jumps on stage.
As I recovered, with the help of Mavis's smelling salts that had been
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discovered in an old prop cupboard, I determined to be utterly professional.
We played our reunion scene beautifully, my declarations of remorse for my
infidelities to my true love came from the heart. Caleb had few lines, but
delivered them perfectly, and his remarkable presence distracted the camera
from my nerves. I regretted that his part in the series was to be cut so short.
At last, the explosion scene. David Platt's secret experiments in the pit
of the garage had finally got out of hand, and as Caleb walked past, the
building blew up, covering him with rubble, and burying him. Years of
yearning, passion, and love for my musician took over from my training and
experience, and I forgot about the safety measures, the fact that he wasn't
even IN the rubble, and ran towards the scene, tearing at the scenery with
desperate hands, screaming 'Caleb! Caleb! My love! I'll save you! I'll save
you!' until I was hoarse.
The technicians managed to drag me away, and the only way to calm
me was to chase after Caleb (who had already left the set and was in the pub
with some extras), and ask him to come back. Although consoling desperate
actresses in the middle of a nervous breakdown wasn't in his contract, he
wonderfully, kindly, agreed to come back to show me that he was safe. As I
wept in his strong arms, the measure of his spirit shone through and I could
feel him sobbing with me, great racking spasms that rocked his body. I looked
up and saw tears on his face, as he bravely struggled to smile. He couldn't
meet my yearning gaze, he sympathised with me so much!!!!
The scene did not need to be re-shot; the directors were impressed by
my motivation, although they asked me to re-voice it with 'Robert' instead of
'Caleb' to avoid confusing the viewers.
The show's psychologist was able to reassure the production team that
I wasn't mentally unstable in the presence of other gorgeous musicians; I
only needed to be restrained when Caleb was around. I kept my job for a
while, until the story got out. I understand that the Sixth Tracy is enjoying
enormous popularity, although my therapist has advised me to stop watching
the Street.
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How to feel better
Dea Parkin

‘Change your thoughts and change your world.’
Oh go on, I’ll try.
Put on a smile and think of love and honour and…
Duty. The smile stretches my mouth
Like the cruiser turned sideways in the harbour.
I wonder if it will ever come free.
So instead I sit down and turn on my screen
And write words and think how they will bring
Fame and acclaim, and yet they shrivel and fade
Like any petty fantasy.
I only have to read words in books by authors
Whose names you know
For my little work to go meek-headed to its doom.
Close and don’t save.
So this time I force an effort, like circuit training,
Or hours and sighing hours at a dreaded task
Such as doing my accounts, or ironing.
I think of health and comfort and how good it is to be
In my paid-for heated home
With food when I’m ready
And drink in the cabinet
And drink in the cabinet
And it pulls me to its breast
And forget all else
That’s what I want
Because my thoughts never change my world
My thoughts prance over the good stuff
Like they’re bodies on a battlefield:
Unsubstantial: grey: unreal.
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Streets of Despair
David Kevill

Winter is at its cruellest tonight
Midnight chimes introduce the New Year
You celebrate with family and friends
Whilst I am lonely here
You celebrate in your happy home
Hot fire and cold beer
Knowing your soft warm bed awaits
But I freeze here
Just one stupid teenage rebellious act
Going back ten, eleven, twelve or more years
I’d love to say sorry, that I’ve changed for the best
But they don’t care I’m here
You live in your safe and secure home
In the knowledge you’ve nothing to fear
Safe behind your locked doors
Whilst I’m afraid here
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Criss-Cross
Elle-Marie Hinchcliffe
He touched the card Ella had left for him that morning, crushing the satincovered heart between his fingers. The filling burst from its crimson softness,
like blood. 'To Jake, with all my love on our anniversary, Ella.' Fifteen years.
They had been happy, once.
Footsteps. Mail fell through the eager mouth of the letter-box. The
footsteps retreated.
The gate swung noisily on its rusty hinges and shut with a clang.
Silence. He felt empty, like the house. Slowly he walked down the hall to pick
up the letters. Two more 'positions filled, thank you for your enquiry' notices,
three more rejection slips, and the phone bill. Even his first novel was not
becoming the success he longed for. 'Lacking in maturity, undisciplined', the
critique read.
'Criss-Cross.' The title glared at him, like the meaningless cross on
Ella's card. He turned his attention to the phone bill, aimlessly. Ella would pay
it, of course. Nothing to worry about. She was the breadwinner now, as she
jokingly said. Only it didn't seem a joke any more.
He'd found her the job, hadn't he? When he introduced his wife to the
production team at the advertising agency he'd been proud of her. Her looks,
her skillful photography. It wasn't until Mark Lawson called on that cold March
evening, and the three of them had sat drinking martinis round the fire, and
he had encouraged Ella, quiet, beautiful Ella, to show Mark some of the snaps
she'd done of their holiday in Ireland that he'd felt the familiar cold
compulsion beginning somewhere within him, heard the forgotten voices
which whispered, coaxed. Oh, he'd seen Mark's admiring glances, and not
just at the photography, but he'd been proud. That was before the 'Charisma'
campaign. Before the company had become bankrupt. Before they blamed
their advertising agency. Before the agency blamed him. It was a year ago
now. A year of trying to find a new position. A year of nothing.
He looked out of the shiny double-glazed windows on to the empty
street, at their criss-cross leaded panes. Ella had paid for the new windows.
She paid for everything now. Mark had told him she was one of the best
photographers in the business. They'd no need to worry about money.
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Ella had assured him that she loved him. It was just one of those
things. Could happen to anyone. She also told him that their long-anticipated
child had perhaps better wait. Just in case.
It had been all right when they were both working; he at the agency,
she at the florists in the high street. Both of them saving, planning together.
He shuddered, feeling suddenly cold, as if somehow a part of himself had
been stripped away, leaving something exposed which had lain hidden within
him; something which waited, slept; something evil.
As he looked down the street he saw Sarah waving to him, her
chestnut hair dancing in the sunshine. He waved back. He'd first met Sarah in
the park walking the dog, and now often chatted to her in the shops or waved
to her as she walked past the house. She was warm, pretty.

He'd

begun

to like her a lot.
He looked at the clock. Two pm. He and Ella were going to meet at
eight at Anton's, to celebrate their anniversary. She'd be paying, of course.
He'd be early, of course. She'd know he would.
He watched as Sarah paused at the kerb, waiting for the lights to
change. Waiting, as he was. Watching her, he thought of ElIa. He liked quiet,
pretty girls. Jane had been pretty. So had Carrie. It was his love for Carrie,
with her long auburn hair and almond eyes, which had really started him
writing his novel. Well, it was more of a diary really, of their times together.
Then there had been that trouble with his job. It was like that with
commercial arts, and, while he was working all hours to meet the required
deadline, she'd met Paul. He'd been heartbroken. It was understandable, Dr
Stapleton had said. Stress, followed by a broken romance.
Then he met Ella, and the events leading to his breakdown had,
almost, been forgotten.
They had married, and been happy. They were well matched. They
were both perfectionists, they had worked hard to make their house into a
dream home. Then the 'Charisma' campaign.
He blinked at the thought, trying to shut it out, feeling that cold, empty
spasm in the pit of his stomach. Ella had found success and he had not. Why
didn't he admit it? He felt an ugly stab of jealousy! He was proud of her but
something had gone from him when he lost his job, something which her
reassurances only accentuated, something which invaded his every moment,
something which filled their dream-house with nightmares.
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But, there had been Jane. Quiet, gentle Jane. She'd come to live in one
of the flats in the small block at the end of town. She was an art teacher. Tiny
frame silhouetted in figure-hugging black, adorned with exotic Indian
jewellery; silver ear-rings like tiny bells that jingled as she walked. She'd
understood it when he lost his job, advised him to try freelance work; was
delighted when he told her about his novel. If it hadn't been for that new
science teacher with his Porsche and pin-stripes. Funny, really. He'd never
thought the two subjects went together.
That was when his writing intensified. Ella had been glad, encouraged
him, said she was longing to see his work. Why was he so secretive about it,
making him tense with her continual cross questioning? Criss-cross, crisscross, the words echoed in his head. Having been told he'd show her when
the novel was completed, Ella had left him in peace.
He looked at the clock. He'd better be getting ready, have a shave. He
felt awful. He rubbed his hand over his chin, almost enjoying the abrasive
feel. 'Don't be early,' something inside him said; 'tick tock, criss-cross, tick
tock'.
He put his hands over his ears to silence the voices. Going to the
drawer where he kept the first draft of his novel, he took it out. He felt
excitement throb within him. It was always like that when he read the book.
His hands began to sweat, his skin felt taut, his head pulsed with the familiar
sensation, unpleasantly compelling. He shut the book. He'd better hurry,
after all. He went into the bathroom and turned the taps on fully, watched the
water play over his hot hands and disappear down the drain.
Hurrying into the restaurant, he found an anxious Ella already ordering.
He sat down, adjusting his tie nervously.
'Wherever have you been, darling,' Ella questioned.
'I-I'm sorry, I started writing,' he said, feeling naked and powerless
under her gaze. 'Oh,' she smiled, relaxing into her chair, 'I was getting
worried about you. You get quite wrapped up in it, don't you? I can see I'm
going to be the wife of a famous author one day.'
'Shut up,' he snapped.
'Jake!'
'Just shut up,' he said, his knuckles white as he clutched the end of the
table.
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Ella reached out for his hand. 'It's just that it's our anniversary. I
wanted so much for us to be happy; for you to be happy.' She reached into
her bag. 'I've bought you a present. I—'
'Bought me, bought me,' he muttered.
'Please, what is the matter?'
'Nothing.'
The silence between them ached like a wound. 'I'm sorry,' Ella said. 'I
know how you feel.'
'Feel. You. How do you know? Tell me.' He gripped her wrist.
'Jake, you're hurting me. Please, people are looking.'
'Are they? What at? Me? Are they looking at me? Nobody? Nothing? Me
out with you? Is that what they're looking at? Wondering why you'd buy
presents for someone like me?'
'Please relax, Jake. Let's talk. Let me get you another drink. You've
been letting things get to you lately. You should try not to worry. You're very
talented. Mark says it's just a matter of time.'
'Oh, well,' he said, mockingly. 'If Mark says so, I'm sure I'll feel fine.' He
smiled at her derisively.
'Look, Mark's seeing this director tomorrow, I'm sure—'
'Mark, bloody Mark!' The glass cracked between his fingers, gashing
his palm with an ugly red cut. He stared at it, at the lines jaggedly crossing
each other. 'Criss-cross, criss-cross’, something said in his head, something
which whispered and coaxed.
Ella wrapped her handkerchief round the wound. 'We'll go,' she said
quietly. He watched as she settled the bill.
'I quite understand, nothing to worry about, madam,' the waiter said as
Jake pushed past, out into the street, needing to feel the cold air on his face,
needing the night.
Ella watched as he crossed the road. Perhaps he'd feel better if he
walked home. Perhaps he needed time to think. Perhaps she'd better not call
him, she thought anxiously, as she got behind the wheel of her car. That
outburst about Mark. Surely Jake didn't think... Hadn't he seen the card she'd
left for him that morning? Didn't he know how much she loved him?
She started the engine, her thoughts racing. When she got in she'd
make them both a soothing drink, and they'd sit and talk. Perhaps she had
been working late at the agency too much; but she hadn't wanted to let Jake
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down, had wanted to show him that losing his job couldn't hurt them. She
enjoyed buying things for their house, for him, didn't want him to think they'd
not be able to keep up their standards. Didn't he see that she was showing
him how much she loved him?
Jake wasn't back when she entered the house. She went into the
kitchen and took out their bedside mugs, switched on the kettle. She walked
to the window. Where on earth was he?
Walking into their bedroom, she sat down on the silky, champagnecoloured seat in front of the dressing table. Her leg caught on something,
hurting her a little. She bent down. It was the bottom drawer. She pushed at
it with her foot. Something was making it stick. She pulled it open. Seeing a
large diary, she took it out. The title on the frontispiece blazed at her as she
opened it.
'Criss-cross,' she read. This was what he'd been working on. Why on
earth was he hiding it in here? She began to read, feeling strangely uneasy.
Taking in the words, her eyes widened in disbelief. It was good. Damned
good!
Shockingly fascinating, written almost like a diary, it was a story about
a psychopathic killer. She read on, held by a power which screamed with raw
violence. Shaken, she reached the last page. It was blank, except for a small
paragraph that crossed the bottom right-hand comer. Wondering if it was a
dedication, she began to read.
'The pleasure isn't in the act itself, although there is a cold anticipation
in it. No, it is all about power. The necessity to feel successful, to be able to
do something really well. Denied of this power, there can be no holding back.
Better to let this sleeper lie.'
There Jake had signed his name, and, yes, there was a dedication:
'Without the help of the following people, I would not have been able
to write this book.
‘Carrie Fearnley, Jane Sanderson, and my daring wife, Ella.'
Realisation hit her again and again. She clutched convulsively at her
stomach, and turned as she heard Jake walk quietly into the bedroom, a
length of blue and red criss-crossed wire held taut between his fingers.
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PC Caleb
Jeanette Greaves
I need your help to get me out of this place. It’s all been a big, horrendous
mistake. Could you please get up a petition or something? I’d start one
myself, but I’m not allowed any sharp objects. They’ve given me web access,
and I can see the screen on the wall, but the keyboard is glued down. I’ve not
got access to any Caleb Khan or Wandering Thoughts sites, but I’m sending
this out to everyone I know, in the hope that someone will post it to where
people can help me.
I told you about the therapy, and the letter from Caleb, but when I
gave that True Confessions interview, the restraining order hadn’t started yet.
I’m no longer allowed to be in the same building as him, it seems. I don’t
understand why, we were getting along so well! And I know he loves me
really, he’s just in denial!
Anyway, you probably heard the story all wrong. I was completely
innocent, and any one of you would have done the same thing in my position.
I’ll explain what happened.
It was a couple of weeks ago, when the Wandering Thoughts were
doing the photo shoot for the special charity acoustic limited edition rerelease of the ‘Thought Again’ album … you know, the one with the bunnies
on the cover? I couldn’t actually go in the building, but I was hanging around
outside … not breaking any orders, you understand? I wasn’t going to
actually SPEAK to Caleb, I just wanted a quiet word with Rob or Seth from the
band, to see if he was coping OK without me. I worry about him, you see. It
was the same day as the protest demo in London, so things were quite busy.
I was sitting on the outside steps, watching the world go by, when I
heard Caleb storming downstairs. He was standing in the lobby, shouting up
the stairs.
'If you lot think I’ll have my photograph taken looking like THIS, you
can think again. And tell that PR girl to give me my own clothes back. All of
them! And next time, Rob, I want the sexiest outfit!'
I moved into the shadows and stared, and stared. Caleb was looking
divine, commanding, and utterly arresting in a 1970s police constable outfit.
His buttons were very shiny indeed, and his helmet was gorgeous. But he
looked quite cross. I could see his band mates Rob and Seth standing on a
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landing, leaning over the stairs, but couldn’t figure out what they were
wearing. Rob had been growing his hair again, and it was beautifully long. He
had a lot of facial hair as well.
Caleb stormed outside, muttering something about fresh air. He didn’t
see me in the shadows, and he stepped into the street, breathing deeply and
swearing to himself. He was so preoccupied with his thoughts that he didn’t
see the group of protesters running towards him. One of them, a spotty
fifteen-year-old boy, saw him, though.
'PIG,' the boy shouted, taking aim with an empty Newcastle Brown
bottle and throwing it at Caleb. My poor darling fell to the floor like a sack of
spuds, and I rushed to his side, once again protecting him from the fates that
so want to take him away from me. The protesters were going to start kicking
him, but one look at me and they decided to run away instead. Under his
helmet, Caleb had a very nasty bruise starting. As he started to regain
consciousness, I helped him to his feet, and guided him to a quiet side street.
OK, it’s true, that’s where I was parked, but my main intention was to get him
out of the busy main road so that he could recover quietly. He looked very ill,
yet still utterly gorgeous, his blue eyes clouded with pain and confusion.
'Do I know you?' he said, before he looked down at himself. 'Why am I
wearing this uniform?'
I was only trying to help. 'What’s the last thing you remember?' I
asked.
'Er, A levels?' he said, looking more distressed by the minute. 'Please
don’t tell me I’ve joined the Force?'
I was so upset by his confusion that I couldn’t speak. Is it my fault that
he took my silence as assent? He gave me a long look. 'So, you saved me?'
he asked. 'I owe you my thanks.' He was still looking very ill, so I led him to
my car, and helped him into the front seat. He still looked nervous, and very
uncomfortable, and the sight of a group of teenagers crossing the street
made him shudder. Let me make this very clear. He asked me to lock the
doors. He was worried that the protesters would try to get into the car.
He was touching the fabric of his uniform, caressing his thighs, and
checking out his reflection in the passenger-side mirror. He was driving me
wild, and he must have seen the look on my face, because he smiled at me,
and asked me what I did for a living. I told him the truth, that I was an
actress. He was quite impressed, let me tell you, and started to flirt with me. I
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swear I was going to tell him that he wasn’t really a PC, but events overtook
us, and before I knew what was happening we were in a sweaty clinch in the
back seat. Now that proves it, doesn’t it? He’s really very attracted to me, but
in total denial about it. There’s not much room for a tall chap in those things,
and just as things were getting interesting, my poor darling banged his head

again. Would you believe it?
Two bangs on the head in quick succession must have completely
unhinged him, because he took one look at me and started to scream. He
was struggling to get his uniform back on at the same time as he tried to
force the locked doors open. That’s how he got so bruised, I swear it. I wasn’t
restraining him in the slightest. Then he saw his friends, at the top of the
street. His frantic signalling through the rear window got their attention, and
they started to run towards the car. Rob was hampered a little by his long
robes and the halo that had slipped down to almost cover his eyes, but he
was the picture of a perfect little Messiah. Seth was wearing a tight leather
outfit, with Day-glo orange go-faster stripes starting at his thighs and going
up his hips. They got to the car very quickly, just as I managed to disentangle
myself from my panicking hero and climb back to the front of the car to
unlock the doors. Rob pulled the passenger door open and helped Caleb out.
My poor darling was shaking terribly. Seth dragged me out, and pushed me
against the car, using his body to pin me against it.
'YOU again!' he said. 'What have you done to him?' He sounded so
protective, and I wanted to explain that I felt just as protective and caring
about Caleb as he did, but I didn’t get chance to tell him. The real police
arrived within a minute, and took me away. They didn’t believe my story, and
have actually accused me of lying in wait for Caleb, knocking him on the
head, and dragging him to my car to have my wicked way with him! It’s
ridiculous, and if Caleb could remember those precious minutes we had
together, he’d have me out of this place straight away. But memory loss is a
funny thing, and he probably has no memory at all of the time he thought he
was a PC, and I was his saviour.
So, all of you out there. I hope you believe me, and I’m sure you’ll
agree that if you’d been in my position, you’d have done exactly as I did. So,
get your signatures on that petition, and GET ME THE HELL OUT OF HERE.
Yours hopefully,
Amy Joyce
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The Chair
Dana Nadeau

I’m not a bad person. But a lot of people don’t like me. You see, I’m a banker,
a top banker. It’s taken me a long time, a lot of trading, a lot of deals, long
hours, hard work and heartache – not my heartache, but that inflicted on the
unwary. Idiots. Well, as far as I’m concerned, that’s part of the job
description: exposing and destroying idiots. Bankers don’t take prisoners. I’ve
no wife, no kids – no time or inclination for any of that crap; fallen out with
what family I had long ago. All they care about is my money – which is
substantial. I haven’t spoken to any of them for years, and believe me, none
of them will ever get a single penny. It will definitely all go to the nearest
dog’s home – wherever that is.
Chairman of the board. You get called all kinds of things in that
position, in The Chair. Bitch reporter described me as ‘toxic’ once. I sued –
her and the paper she worked for. Settled out of court. A tidy sum.
You have to be tough in this business. Roll with the punches. Still,
every fighter’s got to hang up his gloves eventually. So, the recession hit me
– HARD. I took it, kept my feet so to speak. I demonstrated quite successfully
how those below me ignored my advice. Idiots. I wasn’t going to crash and
burn all on my own. Not my fault we lost those millions. Tough blow to take
though. Got the golden handshake. That was A-OK by me. Fuck the job
anyway.
Then the big C. Numbed me from the top of my head to the tips of my
toes, that one. Nobody deserves that. Do they? Oncologist said, ‘You’re not
going to trade your way out of this one, George.’ Well, that’s how I explained
it to the cab driver anyhow - on the way to the airport. ‘You know much about
Greek mythology?’
‘Naw. I don’t read much.’ He was chewing gum.
'You should. You learn about the haves and have-nots, gods and
mortals – and most importantly what those who are superior do to those who
aren’t.’
‘Yeah, what’s that?’
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‘Give you a raw deal, that’s what, when you least expect it – and never
to anyone who deserves it.’
‘Tough life.’
‘While it lasts.’ I gave him a big tip. No great thing. Meant nothing to
me. That’s what you do to impress - even cab drivers.
‘Thanks, man. Good luck. You know - with your treatment. Hope they
find a cure.’ He twisted and looked at me. Reached back to shake my hand.
I just stared at it. Didn’t take it. ‘They’re going to pump me full of
poison. Not much luck in that.’
He did the usual, trite compassion thing. ‘Nothin’ worth havin’ comes
easy. Got to take the good with the bad, you know - and vice versa.’ He
smiled, to be encouraging, and withdrew his hand. The guy was small time: a
walking cliché driving a cab for a living. Pathetic. Just like his advice. No
wonder he hadn’t amounted to anything.
I always thought I’d go to Greece. Never had the time ’til now. Checked
in to some luxury hotel my ex-secretary booked for me. Tacky. The hotel and
the secretary. Stupid woman still willing to serve me even after I’d left the
bank. Loyalty has got to be the stupidest sentiment in all the world. Good
way to take advantage of someone, though. Idiots.
Always thought I’d like Greece. Certain benefits there you can’t find
elsewhere. The culture, the history, the art, and mainly, of course, some
alternative medicine from a consultant who was willing to circumvent a few
international concerns that modern advances were raising. Some countries
are so weak, so afraid to try anything new. Well, my prognosis wasn’t good.
Six months the ‘experts’ said. Nothing could be done. I wasn’t going to
accept that. It would be expensive, of course, but what did that matter to
me? Odds? Not good. But what banker – or ex-banker – worth his salt doesn’t
bet against the odds? What do you think success and failure are all about?
Do you know what the worst thing about cancer treatment is? It’s
boring, mind-numbingly boring. Four months into my treatment and I was
climbing the walls. I sat there in the consultant’s office, facing him across the
desk. I had hold of my own ears, gripping them until I felt the blood oozing
onto my fingers (I’d have clutched my hair but there was nothing left of it).
I’d had enough listening. ‘I can’t stand this, Dr Roussos. No more. It’s kill or
cure. Now. I want the full dose. Now.’
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‘So, I begin. Please allow me to tell you. This is no good idea. Your
treatment is working. Slowly.’ He waved a clipboard at me. ‘Very slowly.’
‘You’re telling me. I’ve sent those results home. Those results show the
treatment is not working at all!’ I shook my bloody fingers at him. ‘I’m worse.
Much worse. Not better at all. How much have I paid for this – this discomfort
– this pain? You’re poisoning me – and I’m paying you for it! You give me the
full deal, or I swear before I die, I’ll ruin you. And I have the money to do it.
Believe me.’
‘OK. OK, George. As you insist. Tomorrow. The final treatment will
begin. It will take four weeks. But before that you must do something.’
‘What?’
‘You must learn relaxation. The tensions in your body are not helping. I
will not agree to the beginning of final treatment unless you can unwind your
muscles. Find a way to calm yourself. Have dinner on the beach or
something. Eat a little. Drink some wine. Watch the sun set. My nurse, she
will help you.’
The nurse was a nuisance, but I agreed. I listened. She explained.
Meditation has got to be the biggest waste of time. I’d tried it once.
When I was 25, working my way up the corporate ladder, 16-hour days, 7
days a week. All that nonsense about increased concentration, feelings of
well-being, all that was for people who couldn’t cope with the real hassles of
life. That wasn’t me.
‘Where do I sit to do this meditation nonsense?’
‘The chair. It must not be too much of comfort. Not too much of not
comfort.’
‘Oh, I know about being in the right chair,’ I said.
So, I tried to find a suitable chair. I tried straight-backed, cushioned,
wooden, metal, leather, upholstered, cane, wicker, round-backed – every
chair the hotel could find. I didn’t feel right in any of them.
I got the manager to lend me one of his moronic staff. We went out to
search the city through the heat, the dust, the pollution. Finally, after two
markets, fifteen shops, we stopped by his place. There it was in his living
room.
‘How much?’
‘I no want to sell.’
‘How much?’
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‘Please ... sir.’
‘You want to keep your job, don’t you?’
‘OK. I give it you. Take it.’
So I did. Fool. Did he think I’d feel sorry for him? Not take up his offer?
Give him some money anyway for his damn chair?
One other very nice thing about Greece. I may have no children, but I
do have a fondness for young boys. Come on: where else would I find my own
personal Adonis?
Found him! Right here in the hotel. I wouldn’t say he was more than
about twelve. Cute as a button. Classic Greek stature, beautiful eyes, lips soft
as a virgin’s smile, curly dark hair: I just loved running my fingers through it.
Errand boy, bellboy, whatever his job title, I paid for him to be my
personal ‘assistant’. Dr Roussos might think relaxing was about dining on the
beach. I had different ideas. Still, I must make a token effort to do what his
nurse advised. Couldn’t start the final treatment without it.
‘Lysandros, this is my chair.’ I had had it brought to the hotel’s garden.
‘You understand? No one sits on it but me. Not you. Not anyone.’
‘Yes, George. I understand.’ I insisted he call me George. It was more
… intimate.
‘Good boy.’ I ruffled his hair. Divine. ‘Raise your eyes. Don’t be looking
at the ground. Look at me. Ah, how beautiful you are.'
My final treatment began.
I used the chair for about three days, then she arrived: an ugly, horrid,
bitch of a woman.
‘Excuse me. This is my chair.’
‘On the contrary. I believe it is the hotel’s chair.’
‘No. It’s my chair. I brought it here.’
‘And you gave it to the hotel. Yes, your boy has told me.’ She waved
her flabby arm at Lysandros who stood meekly nearby.
Now understand. I didn’t give a damn about the chair. But no one, and
I mean no one, takes anything from me that I don’t want to give.
I went to the hotel manager. I called in the police. ‘It’s my chair. She
sits in it every day now – from dawn to dusk. And all through the night for all I
know. Whenever I want to sit in it, she’s there. She’s really upsetting me. In
fact she’s poisoning my mind, my life. Get her out of that chair.’ I was way
beyond angry.
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The hotel manager said, ‘I’m very sorry, sir. She, like you, is one of our
guests here in the hotel. I can’t do anything.’
The policeman said, ‘Sir, this is not a police matter. Surely, there are
many chairs here. This is one of Greece’s finest hotels. It has very good
chairs, I’m sure. Use one of those.’
I told Lysandros I was dying – a tale I had intended on saving for later.
How wonderful, I thought: him holding me in his arms as we wept together!
‘I think perhaps my grandmother will help you.’
‘Your grandmother? What can she do?’
‘She has many medicines.’
‘I’m already under the doctor’s care. They’re trying. But it’s almost
certainly hopeless.’ I held out my arms, but he dodged under them.
‘I will go quickly to her to find what she can do.’ He ran off out of the
hotel and down the street.
So, I went to Grandma’s. Well, more time with Lysandros. Such a
beautiful, beautiful boy. I must come up with a plan to ‘relax’ with him – soon.
‘I know the gods have sent you.’
Well, she would say that, wouldn’t she, a fortune teller and an old
witch if ever I saw one? I pursed my lips, shook my head.
‘No, none of these will do. There’s nothing in this lot, nothing you’ve
said will convince me any of these can cure me. What’s this one over here?’
‘No! Please to not touch that. That one. That is very dangerous.’ Grandma
stopped me with her withered hand.
I withdrew. ‘What is it?’
‘Do you know of our history, the legends of our gods and mortal men?’
‘Yes, as a matter of fact I do.’
‘And you believe in them?
‘Believe them? Well, hardly. They’re pretty tall tales with lots of
adventure and killing and monsters. Not much truth in any of that. Though, of
course, I have learned a thing or two from them.’
Grandma leaned forward, staring into my eyes, studying my face.
‘Certainly, hiding in all stories, there is truth – of how we treat each other and
how in return the gods treat us.’
‘Well, yes, if you mean these stories talk about how fate seems to trick
us, the human condition, about love and jealousy and the desire for revenge,
and—’
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Grandma instantly held up both hands to stop me. ‘Ah, the desire for
revenge.’
‘What about it?’
‘You say you know our legends. You know then of Medea?’
‘Yes. What about her?’
‘She fell in love with Jason and had with him two children. But when he
came to marry, he chose another. Medea was so angry, so angry. She wanted
revenge for how he had betrayed her. But still she loved him. She could not
harm him. So, she made for Jason’s bride a gift, a cloak covered in poison, a
poison so strong, one drop would burn away the flesh off anyone, burn it with
no stopping, all, all the way down to bone. The bride of Jason died a bad
death, bad. Her flesh burned in terrible fire. Nothing remained but her bones.’
‘What of it?’
Grandma looked at the phial I had not been allowed to touch. ‘That,’
she said, ‘is the poison of Medea. One drop—’
‘How much?’
‘It is big money.’
‘How much?’
I paid. No problem. Threw in a bit extra. Grandma said Medea had
killed two maybe three people in her life, but she wasn’t punished. In the end
she flew away on a chariot pulled by dragons.
‘Those peoples who she killed. Maybe they deserved to die.’ Grandma
shrugged. I decided I quite liked Grandma. I agreed. Certain people do
deserve to die.
In the depth of night I poured the poison on the chair.
Early next morning I was arrested.
‘Well, she deserved it. Stupid cow. That’ll teach her to sit in my chair.’
‘Her? It is not a woman you have killed. It is a young boy.’
Lysandros.
‘I told him. I told him not to sit in that chair. The idiot.’
I was very upset. You must understand that.
‘Hang on a minute. This isn’t my fault. I specifically told him not to sit
in that chair.’
Ah, poor Lysandros. He was such a beautiful boy. I imagined his body,
burned to the bone by the acid. Such a waste.
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‘I am arresting you, sir, for murder. It is a child, a young boy you have
killed. You will go to prison for a very long time, a very long time. For your
life. We do not have the death penalty here. But I assure you, we Greeks, we
do not like bankers. We do not like bankers who kill our children. Even those
in prison do not like bankers. You will pay for this.’ He leaned over to speak in
my ear. ‘Perhaps even when you are not looking someone will throw acid on
you. See how you like it.’
‘Idiot,’ I said. ‘I’m dying. I’ve had three weeks of my final treatment.
This time next week I’ll be dead.’
My mobile rang. ‘Dr Roussos? Yes. What?’ I couldn’t hear. I put him on
loudspeaker.
‘George? George, I have wonderful news. Your treatment, it has been a
great success. The cancer, it has almost gone. It will be all gone soon. You will
be living now at least for twenty, thirty, maybe fifty years more. Is that not
wonderful?’
The policeman cuffed my hands. ‘So. Tell me. Who is this idiot?’
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The Mud Is No Fun Any More
David Kevill

I loved playing in mud when I was a kid but it’s no fun any more. As a child I
would come home covered in mud, shattered and ravenous. Mum put me in a
nice warm bath, gave me something wonderful to eat and then I’d curl up on
the settee and sleep until I was ready to go again.
Now the mud’s no fun any more. My feet haven’t been dry for weeks
now and I can’t remember my last bath. We squelch through the mud in the
trench constantly; even on sunny days the sun and warmth doesn’t reach the
bottom so it remains muddy; muddy and cold.
I didn’t ask to be here, I’m only 18 and I didn’t ask to be here, but here
I am trying to kill people I’ve never met, and they are trying to kill me,
because someone said we had to. Someone who I imagine is sat in a nice dry
room, someone who is able to sleep in peace. The saying goes, ‘all’s fair in
love and war’, but no it isn’t, it definitely isn’t.
I don’t hate the ‘enemy’, I don’t even dislike them, despite all the
propaganda. They are human, like me, they have families, like me, they are
scared, like me, they don’t want to be here, like me. We live on our nerves
constantly, waiting for the bullet, the bomb, the grenade. Waiting for the end.
The older guys say, 'Don’t worry lad, you’ll be OK.' Explain then why, of
the four friends who left our village together, two were slaughtered in front of
me and one is missing. For his sake I pray to God he is dead and not a
prisoner. I alone survive – so far.
There is a chance I may survive and sit in the front room at home
again, some time, but will I be OK? Will I ever recover from the sights and
sounds and smells I have experienced here? Will I ever be able to relax and
think of fun things or will my thoughts forever be shadowed by memories of
mud and blood and screams and the staring eyes of the freshly dead?
I’m scared, very scared, and for the first time in my life no one can
help me. I’m on my own, I’ve been forced to instantly move from boy to man.
I often whisper, ‘Mum, please help me,’ just like she always used to do,
but she can’t. She is suffering too, she has no idea how I am, where I am or
even if I am alive. There is no one to help her either since Dad died two
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weeks after I came out here. He was in the wrong place at the wrong time
when the bombs dropped. I didn’t even know until weeks later when Mum’s
letter finally reached me. I never got the chance to say goodbye and was
never allowed to mourn; I’ll never forgive them for that, whoever they are.
Despite the mud I survive to fight and fight to survive, not for my country,
not for the powers that be, not even for myself, but for my mother.
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Extract from ‘Tommy’
D J Harrison
It seemed that Jimmy the Cunt was out to get me. At least that’s what Jack
was telling me.
We were sitting with a cup of tea in his upstairs lounge with panoramic
views of Jack’s land. A thin river trickled slowly past fields where his beloved
Shetland ponies were scampering about on their tiny hooves nibbling
occasionally on the bulrushes and thistles. Through the window behind Jack’s
head I could see the shanty town of informal outbuildings that constituted his
business premises.
‘He’s holding you responsible for not getting paid out for the tip at Gin
Hall,’ Jack was saying.
Jimmy the Cunt wasn’t his real name but that’s what everyone called
him, even a good Catholic lad like Jack who wouldn’t normally be heard
uttering a profanity. Obviously, nobody called him that to his face unless they
had a death wish. Jack had calmly informed me that James Peabody, as his
parents had christened him, was without any shadow of doubt the most
dangerous man in Bury. Jack knew about things like that because he had his
own reputation as the most dangerous man in Rochdale.
‘It had nothing to do with me, I was only trying to put the deal
together. All I did was make the introductions, what happened after that was
up to him.’
‘There’s no reasoning with Jimmy, you should know that,’ Jack said.
I was about to ask for an intercessionary word on my behalf when the
knock came.
I followed Jack down the stairs and watched as he opened the front
door. A single uniformed copper resplendent in domed helmet and black
gloves was the one doing the knocking. The man with him was wet through
and appeared to be upset about something.
I breathed a sigh of relief as I surveyed the yard behind the
policeman’s back and noted the complete absence of a SWAT team. There
was only a small Panda car parked inappropriately close to the dog kennel.
The kennel housed a Rottweiler called Molly. She was a prodigious size,
mirroring her owner. Jack had once played as a forward for Rochdale Hornets
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rugby league team before his career was cut short by a series of serious
injuries to opposition players that resulted in Jack being suspended
indefinitely. Molly took her time when it came to exiting her kennel to
investigate the suitability of any visitors. You could walk to Jack’s front door
oblivious of her and unmolested. Your problems started when you tried to
leave and encountered Molly, all snarls and slaver, her long chain taut and
straining to get at you. Her tether prevented you from being savaged as long
as you kept close to the door. If you were a first-time visitor, chances were
that your car was on the wrong side of the dog.
Had Jack declined to answer, the policeman and his damp accomplice
would have been trapped. Molly had adopted her snarling position and looked
more like a small bull than a dog, if you didn’t count the teeth. Oh, and the
absence of horns.
‘This man has made a complaint against you. He says you threw him
into the river.’ The man beside him nodded vigorously, demonstrating a
remarkably naïve opinion of the protective influence a single policeman
might have under these circumstances.
‘My river,’ Jack said.
‘I beg your pardon,’ the policeman said.
‘I threw him into my river,’ Jack replied. ‘He was on my land and I
threw him into my river. It was his own fault, he asked for it.’
‘That’s not true,’ the man spluttered, ‘it was an unprovoked attack.’
‘You,’ Jack pointed a stubby finger at the man’s face, ‘were trespassing
on my land carrying a shotgun. You were going to shoot my wildlife. That’s
why I threw the gun in the river, officer. To protect innocent animals from this
idiot. When he moaned about it being an expensive gun, I just helped him
look for it by giving him a hand to get into the river.’
‘Is this true?’ The policeman was looking at Jack, then at Molly. He
seemed to have adopted an air of uncertainty about the whole situation.
‘He threw my gun in the river and then he threw me in,’ the man said,
‘I want to press charges. It’s common assault, isn’t it? Maybe actual bodily
harm.’
The

policeman

took

a

deep

breath.

‘It

all

seems

to

be

a

misunderstanding. Why not accept an apology and we’ll not take it any
further.’
‘I’m willing to do that,’ Jack said.
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There was an awkward silence before the policeman spoke again.
‘Let’s hear your apology, then,’ he said.
‘Yes,’ Jack said, ‘I’m waiting.’
‘No, it’s you who is going to apologise to this man for pushing him into
the river.’
Jack let out a loud snort. ‘I’ll do nothing of the sort.’ He turned to the
man. ‘If I see you again you’ll wish you’d stayed in the river.’ Jack closed the
front door gently but firmly. Molly’s growling was enough to set the windows
rattling.
‘Can you have a word with Jimmy, get me off the hook?’ I said as we
resumed our seats upstairs. There was a fair amount of knocking and
shouting going on but it wasn’t anything to do with me and Jack seemed
quite content to ignore it.
‘No use, Jimmy and I don’t get on. Anyway he’s not a man to reason
with. Mad as a bag of angry frogs. Mentally unstable. Has he ever shown you
his certificate?’
I nodded. The first time I’d met Jimmy he’d pulled out a piece of paper
from his inside pocket. ‘There you are,’ he’d said, ‘not many people have got
one of these.’ It was the discharge letter from the mental hospital in which
he’d been detained. It said that he was mentally fit to be released into
society. The fact that he was so proud of it worried me at the time and was
making me feel even more uncomfortable now.
The banging stopped.
Jack reached into a drawer and pulled out a brown envelope. ‘Here’s
your money,’ he said.
I looked inside at the used tenners and guessed there might be fifteen
hundred quid there, give or take. I felt uncomfortable counting it in front of
him what with the policeman outside, Jack’s current demeanour and the bad
news I had to impart. I stuffed the money in my jacket pocket where it sat
uncomfortably heavy. At least it was out of sight. ‘I’ve got the results of the
investigation; the black liquor that’s polluting your river is coming from your
own tip. You need to either dig out all the waste you’ve put in there or collect
the leachate and treat it. Either way it’s going to be expensive, I’m afraid. If
the Environment Agency get wind of it they’ll most likely prosecute and that’ll
be even more expense.’ I get the report out of my briefcase and slide it
across the table.
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‘Are you sure it’s not the playing fields at the back? That’s where I
think the black stuff is coming from.’
‘No, Jack. It’s your tip. Another thing, you should really have a permit
for it. They could do you for illegal deposit of waste as well as pollution.’
‘OK,’ Jack said, ‘get me a permit, then.’
‘They wouldn’t give you one, the tip is too close to the river.’
‘But it’s my river,’ Jack said.
The phone began to ring. Jack sat deep in thought for a while then got
up to answer it. When he finished the call he said, ‘That was the police
station. They’ve asked if they can have their policeman back. They were very
nice about it and offered to charge the man with carrying a firearm in a public
place but I told them that wouldn’t be necessary.’
Jack wandered downstairs and gave the two men safe passage to the
car.
‘Leave the tip problem with me,’ was his parting remark.
When I counted the cash, Jack had given me fifty quid short. I didn’t
bother going back to complain. My thoughts were preoccupied by Jimmy the
Cunt. I had enough problems already.
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